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Be a Social Media Superstar

You know you’re on your way to becoming a social media superstar when your Facebook page
is overwhelmed with questions and comments, and you’re sought after as a guest on almost
every relevant blog, magazine and radio talk show.
Other signs you’re a superstar: You receive joint venture partnership offers and requests to
review related products.
Why should you want to be one? Pick your reason:
 To sell my signature product and further products
 To help people succeed
 “I love the limelight”
Yes. But why pick social media? Why not become an actress or a TV talk show host; or a
successful publisher like Jack Canfield?

Step One: Make the Commitment
You need to know why you want to be a social media superstar: And then you need to make
the commitment to put that at the center core of all your marketing and entrepreneurial
efforts. Making the commitment involves:


Keeping up with the latest news, trends and fads



Creating a viable plan to increase your reach and popularity



Maintaining a consistent presence within your target audience’s view

So who is your target audience? What is it you want to sell to them?
The answer to these two questions will determine how you go about presenting and branding
yourself – and will determine your business plan and model.
Answer the following questions:
1. I want to be a social media superstar because:
a. I live and breathe social networking. I love everything about it!
b. I want to sell my book or product and I think being a social media superstar is an
essential part of my strategy
c. It seems easy. Everything else is just too much hard work.
d. I like to help people make the most of opportunities, and everyone can do so
with social media
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2. How interactive will my sales model be?
a. The social networking part will be the full extent of my customer/client
interaction: It is aimed towards getting them to buy my product
b. Highly interactive. I want to become a social networking or marketing coach.
c. I plan to JV with people and become involved in client startups
There is no right or wrong answer to these questions… with one exception. If you answered “c”
to Question # 1, you may want to rethink your motives and strategy. Becoming a social media
superstar will require as much dedication, commitment and work as any other type of
marketing career – possibly even more. And anyone not willing to put in the time will quickly
find out that the return on investment simply won’t be there.
If you answered “a” to Question # 1, you’re definitely on the right path! Becoming a social
media expert requires sociability and passion – a genuine love for your followers and
subscribers.
Take a look at Mari Smith, possibly the best-known social media specialist there is. Smith
started out by concentrating on Facebook alone, till her name became synonymous with that
platform. Careful branching out into other social networks followed as the importance of
integration and cross-promotion evolved to an ever-higher degree. Today, if you run a simple
Google Search for “Mari Smith”, you will see multiple social networks represented in her first
page results.
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Her home website leads her page one results – as it should – followed by Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube, Pinterest and Google Plus.
The next page shows her also very much present in:


LinkedIn



LiveStream



SlideShare



Vimeo

She is also well-represented at Amazon.com and her Google Amazon search result leads – as it
should – not to a particular product, but to a well-crafted, all-round author biography, followed
by her six Amazon social marketing books below – and latest blog articles (with links) to the
right of her Amazon Author’s page.
(The prices for Smiths books range between $10.41 and $15.93.)

That Amazon Author’s Page alone is the most comprehensive marketing promotional tool you
could get – providing you can fill it with well-related, position-enhancing content, as Smith has
with her books and blog posts.
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A great place to start on your social media superstar journey lies in studying those who have
already successfully completed this journey (though they, themselves, would be the first to tell
you that the journey is always evolving and definitely ongoing!)
Studying the top social media experts can help you do three things:


Start to see patterns in their self-promotion and marketing tactics



Identify new aspects and opportunities within the social media superstar identity



Show you “gaps” they may be leaving that you can fill

(Though admittedly, these gaps will be few and far between!)
You can decide:


How many social networks you wish to specialize in



Whether or not you want to specialize in any area they currently cover (e.g. become a
social media video marketing specialist, rather than general superstar)



What you will find easy about your journey (though – be warned – your conclusions
might prove deceptive)



Where you are most likely to encounter your biggest problems

For example, you look at creating workshops and appearing all over the continent and Reality
strikes you: “Oh my stars, I just don’t have the budget for all those cross-continent, in-person
workshops and appearances these top superstars indulge in so routinely!”
A true entrepreneur instantly follows this statement with:
“Solution: I must plan to create it!”
In fact, this makes up a huge part of becoming a successful superstar in any arena:


Knowing where you are right now



Knowing where you intend to end up, two or three or five years from now



Creating a model that will achieve your goal, sweeping you into a smooth, everexpanding flow of income and reach to get there in one seamless journey – even
allowing for all the “surprises” and shifts of current along the way

Step Two: Resources and People to Follow
Let’s take a look at some essential resources to follow, as well as those currently inhabiting the
social media superstar firmament.
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We’ll break it into two sections: Learning materials (resources) and people to follow.
You’ll learn solid tactics, tips and all the latest news if you take this section seriously and follow
every source suggested. But always remember – you also need to be on the look-out for
questions to ask and gaps that you can concentrate on filling!
When it comes to learning materials, subscribe to the “official” blog for each social platform
you plan to specialize in.


AllFacebook



Youtube-Global



Blog.Linkedin.com



Blog.Pinterest



Blog.Twitter.com



Googleblog

Also subscribe to at least three authority blogs, newsmagazines or tabloids that cover social
platforms heavily or completely – ones such as Social Media Examiner, TechCrunch or
Mashable’s Social Media drop-down sections.
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Every journey starts from what you know – not from what you wish you could be. To what you
already know, you must add more specialized knowledge and an ability to quickly identify what
your target audience needs from you.
Following and developing relationships with “key influencers” in your niche is a sound strategy
for helping you quickly accomplish growth and reach for yourself.
People to follow for those passionate about social media – both through website RSS
subscription and on social media platforms like LinkedIn include:


Mari Smith



Amy Porterfield



Jeff Bullas



Aaron Lee



Kim Garst



Pam Moore

And don’t neglect experts like Michael Stelzner (from Social Media Examiner), who don’t have a
personal website but who you can follow on social media platforms such as LinkedIn…
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Actually, according to Forbes magazine, there are fifty social media experts at the “top”. You
can’t follow them all effectively – but do follow at least three to five, selecting them based on
your key social media platform interests.
And follow more experts on social networks such as Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.
But before you go chasing after key influencers, there is one other group of people you need to
cultivate and study…

Your Audience
This should be the group you know most completely.
Get to know:


Which social media platforms they frequent the most



What time of day they are active on these platforms the most



What type of questions they ask; what most concerns them



Which types of posts they respond to most enthusiastically

And make sure you are also present on their favored platforms when they are most active and
present. In fact, this leads us to…

Step Three: Be There
One of the most basic strategies – and one which is most often ignored, believe it or not – is to
be there, live and active on the social network of your audience’s choice at the right time of day
or night.
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And don’t just lurk and follow – participate and share.


Comment on posts



Answer questions



Share information



Thank people for their information, answers or comments



Help your followers and fans

Make sure you identify yourself visually in each social network with a professional-quality,
recent head shot for your social media Profile Photos – you want your target audience to be
instantly able to put a face to your name. And don’t be afraid to brand yourself by using little
tricks such as always including a particular element such as a specific color in your Profile or
Cover photos; as Mari Smith did when starting out by always wearing turquoise-aqua as her
“signature” color; or Sandi Krakowski did with her trademark magenta hair streak…

Step Four: Start Your Blog
One strategy that can be essential in setting you apart from other “interesting people” on social
networks is creating and maintaining your own blog.
You don’t have to, of course: You can channel and pour all your energy into working from
within a particular social media platform – but maintaining your own blog does confer specific
advantages.
Maintaining your own blog helps you…
1. Cement your identity
2. Speak with authority
3. Build a following
4. Acquire subscribers
5. Constantly present your unique slant or focus
6. Become known for specific skills
7. Attract top guest authors
8. Get great guest spots yourself on other top influencers’ blogs
9. Let people hear your “voice”
10. Brand yourself with strong graphic elements or colors
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Your best bet is to purchase a domain in your own name (e.g. “marismith.com”) but if your
name is a more common one and therefore already “taken” (e.g. “marysmith.com”), you can
brand a blog name (e.g. “socialmediaexaminer.com”) or add what you do to your name (e.g.
“pammarketingnut.com”).
Then start sharing your blog across your social platforms and get it out there!

Step Five: Acquire Great Guest Spots
Sharing your blog posts and links across social media is your most obvious strategy.
And that doesn’t mean endlessly posting blog titles with links – one of the most ignored ways to
share on the planet (unless you can come up with tabloid-catchy blog titles). It means making
sure you create and maintain active social media Business Pages – and include your blog link
and other social network URLs, as Mari Smith does on each Facebook Page.
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Don’t be concerned about the size of your link either: If your social platform feeds really grab
your target audience, they will be looking for your URL so they can check out your blog. (Just
make sure it lives up to their expectations and matches the “voice” and persona you’re
presenting on the social platforms you share with your followers and friends.)

How often should you post?
Ideally, once a day; but if article-writing is not a passion of yours, make that “regularly” and “as
often as possible” – at least once or twice a week, bare minimum.
Start out your new blog with at least ten powerful posts. Then keep adding.
Don’t underestimate regularity and rhythm as a powerful part of blog growth strategizing.

Step Six: Write a Book
Writing a book is something you can do before anything else. Don’t worry about no one
“knowing” you: Just do it. Come up with a strong book idea connected to social media and
write!
If you are an unknown author, post your book to Amazon Kindle and enroll in the KDP Select
program. You most likely won’t make money while your book sits in the KDP Select lending
library for ninety days – but it will still be for sale, and you can use this period to collect strong
reviews and recommendations from readers who might not otherwise try it.
You can also immediately create a Facebook Page specifically for your book, as Mari Smith did
in the previous illustration.
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Having a book published – even one you self-published for the Amazon Kindle program – is a
great way to instantly acquire a strong identity, conversation topic and expert status.
Making guest appearances as a result of your book is another crucial step in becoming a social
media superstar – and the more on-camera and in-person appearances you can generate and
accept, the better!
(After all, it is yourself that you want to brand.)

Step Seven: Assemble Your Dream Team
Study the top experts and you’ll quickly notice one thing: Most of them operate with a team of
assistants and specialists.
Plan for your team from the beginning, even if it doesn’t yet make sense to run around hiring or
contracting even a VA (virtual assistant).
How many team members do you need?
This depends on the extent of your marketing operation. If you are simply
going to write posts and guest posts, write a book and haunt the social
platforms of your choice, you might not need a specific networking team
(though a VA is probably something you’ll want to plan for).
If, on the other hand, you envision yourself traveling all over the country several times a year,
speaking at conferences and television talk shows, and holding live webinars while getting
another book off to the press and so forth, a team to make sure everything runs smoothly and
on schedule will be an essential part of your success.
Team members – how many and what positions they fill – will depend entirely on:


Your vision



Your budget



Your own areas of expertise



Time at your disposal



Areas you cover

You might have:


A tech manager – to handle webinar, video and podcast set up



A coach – perhaps specializing in a specific area, such as branding or public speaking



A personal and/or virtual assistant – to take care of the zillion and one details in
coordinating and organizing your schedule (including travel arrangements)
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Help Desk or customer service staff



A publicity or promotions manager or assistant

And behind the scenes, you might discreetly make use of:


SEO experts



Graphic artists



Video production companies or teams



Stats analysts



Ghostwriters

Where to find them? Google and LinkedIn searches are a place to start, but look for
recommendations from people you know and trust – and always check all references and
recommendations.
You can also train interns, and offer the best ones employment at the end of their training.
(Note that interns are not unpaid labor: Check out your local rules and make sure you have a
curriculum and set goals in place.
Also make sure interns know that completion of your program will not guarantee a position.)
Outsourcing to a company that specializes in social media is yet another option; as is looking
through freelance directories such as Guru.com for people who specialize in social media roles.
Make sure that no matter who you hire, they:


Understand your brand



Understand and meticulously follow your rules, policies and guidelines

Have regular meetings with your team via video Skype (which is free) or even Google Plus
Hangouts. If you live stream the latter, your meeting will be recorded – but make sure you
create a separate Circle for your team and restrict your privacy settings so that only your team
is able to view these recordings.

Step Eight: Track and Monitor Everything
One final key to becoming a social media superstar: Track and monitor your
results – not just result from your own posts and efforts. Monitor your
competition too.
Knowing what your competition is doing at all times can alert you to new
trends and social platform changes, as well as show up gaps in their marketing
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that you can promptly fill.
Read comments from their fans and followers for ideas and questions you can answer.
Use the native tracking provided with most social platforms (e.g. Facebook Insights); or use
free or paid third-party apps and services that provide tracking also (e.g. HootSuite,
TwitterCounter, Buffer).
Once you have come up with your unique position, putting it all together in a plan, adapting to
social network changes, monitoring your progress and – above all – listening to your fans and
followers will help propel you towards social media superstardom – and success.
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